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Introducing Wildfire: A new nonprofit
built to tell powerful stories.
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OUR MISSION

Jamie Rose 
  CEO 

Rachel Rique
 COO 

 J. Chris Anderson
Chairman, Board of Directors

We believe powerful storytelling changes lives.

We believe nonprofits deserve a voice in mainstream media, regardless of their size. 

We believe strong communications can change the fundraising tide for nonprofits. 

We will act responsibility with our donors’ money and their trust. 
 

We will use every resource in our power to tell the important stories the world needs to hear. 
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You donate.
Individuals, groups, foundations, or corporations donate to fund a nonprofit campaign 
created and carried out by Wildfire.

You pick the beneficiary nonprofit.
You can choose the nonprofit campaign we will work on or we can help you pick a deserving 
nonprofit.

We create & promote a campaign for the nonprofit. 
We create a promotional, advertising or fundraising campaign for the nonprofit of your 
choosing using a variety of media. We promote the campaign and place the nonprofit’s 
stories in the media and in front of new donor audiences.

We train the nonprofit’s staff. 
Finally, we train the nonprofit’s staff on how to keep its fundraising sustainable with strong 
communications goals and techniques. 

How we work:  
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Your money is well spent.
You know your money will go to a successful, strategically viable communications 
campaign. Your donation won’t be diluted by the nonprofit or used for its internal 
staffing needs. Your money will help make the nonprofit more money in the long run 
than a single donation. 

Your favorite nonprofit looks and sounds better.
Your money will create sustainable fundraising goals and successful initiatives to bring 
in more donors to the nonprofit. Your contributions go further when communications 
campaigns are designed to bring in more donations.

Your donation creates long-term sustainability. 
Your money helps to create sustainable programs at your favorite nonprofits. Our 
training will make them independent and more successful when they do their next 
campaign. 

The results: 
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Nonprofits need to spend their time, money, and resources on their mission.

Therefore, we’ve made it our mission to serve their message.

Our award-winning creative teams, training programs,
and world-wide operations have changed countless lives. 

With your donations, we can keep changing lives. 
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Small, local, or resource-poor nonprofits 
have a harder time than ever before 
making their voices heard in our media 
saturated world. 

Without effectively sharing these stories 
with stakeholders and donors, it is nearly 
impossible for nonprofits to survive and 
grow. 

There are over 9 million nonprofits 
vying for access to donors and media, 
across an ever-expanding constellation 
of communication platforms. 

Consequently, these nonprofits and their 
many stakeholders suffer. They simply 
persist when they should be growing. 
We can change this.  

Wildfire is the solution. 
With your help, we can tell the stories the world needs to know.

WHY WE ARE NEEDED



“Service to others is the rent 
you pay for your room here 
on earth.” 

Muhammad Ali

OUR NONPROFIT STORY
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Originally started as a company called 
Momenta, Wildfire benefits from nine 
years of considerable experience and 
success serving nonprofits.
 

Momenta launched in 2008, initially 
focused on training documentary 
journalists to work with nonprofits as 
service providers.

Later, we developed our second 
unit, fueled by the talent we trained, 
dedicated to providing strategic 
communications and creative services 
to an extensive list of nonprofit clients.

OUR HISTORY
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In 9 years of operations on 5 continents with Momenta, we’ve dedicated our resources to 
servicing the needs of the nonprofit marketplace. 

Hundreds of nonprofits have grown more capable and 
sustainable with our tools and guidance. 
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•	 Medicins Sans Frontiers (MSF) - aka 
Doctors Without Borders

•	 CARE International
•	 The Global Fund
•	 The AIDs Support Organisation of 

Uganda (TASO)
•	 African Youth Initiative Network
•	 Refugees International
•	 Right to Play International
•	 The Boys & Girls Club
•	 Make It Right 
•	 Canine Companions for Independence
•	 National Multiple Sclerosis Society 
•	 The United States Marines Foundation
•	 American Association of University 

Women (AAUW)
•	 The Calvert Foundation
•	 UTHANDO South Africa
•	 One Mango Tree
•	 Freidis Rehabilitation Center
•	 Phillip’s House of Kampala
•	 Kids of Africa
•	 Bead for Life
•	 Biomass Energy
•	 Mengo Hospital
•	 UWESCO
•	 The Sewell-Belmont House
•	 Brooklyn Botanical Gardens
•	 The Global Peace Index
•	 National Low Income Housing Coalition 

(NLIHC)

•	 Roots of Music
•	 St. Anna’s Medical Mission
•	 New Orleans Mobile Unit Consortium
•	 Food & Farm Network
•	 DC Latin American Youth Center
•	 FACETS
•	 The Humane Society
•	 Martha’s Table
•	 Dance Place
•	 Shepherd’s Table
•	 Health Alert Uganda
•	 Food & Friends
•	 Kingsley House
•	 Rebuilding Together
•	 North Rampart Community Center
•	 ARISE Schools
•	 KIDsmART
•	 NAEH
•	 LA-SPCA
•	 The French Quarter Festival 
•	 Kitovu Mobile Clinic
•	 A’s & Aces
•	 Bajaj Institute of Learning
•	 Dancing Grounds
•	 United Saints Recovery Project
•	 CNHED
•	 Community Grows
•	 Open Hand San Francisco
•	 AHC Inc. 
•	 Muttville Senior Dog Rescue
•	 Larkin Street Youth Services

•	 Leah’s Pantry
•	 Akil Bhartiya Mahila Ashram
•	 Richmond District Neighborhood Center
•	 CPDC
•	 My Sister’s Place
•	 HAND
•	 Golden Gate Senior Center
•	 Friends of the Urban Forest
•	 St. Anthony Foundation
•	 Cafe Reconcile
•	 St. Bernard Project
•	 Sustain the 9
•	 Good City Farm
•	 Liberty’s Kitchen
•	 New Orleans Outreach
•	 Heal One World
•	 PATH of Los Angeles
•	 The Mutt Scouts
•	 CAN Initiative 
•	 Cooking with Gabby
•	 SAEP
•	 The Himalayan School Society
•	 St. Jude’s Orphanage
•	 Platform for Labour Change
•	 Madrasa Imadul Uloom
•	 Under the Bridges & On the Streets
•	 Homeboy Industries 
•	 Latika Roy Foundation
•	 ADOPT
•	 Tibetan Womens Centre
•	 Pukal Society of India

OUR PAST NONPROFIT CLIENTS

The award-winning team at Momenta/Wildfire has worked for the following nonprofit clients on a variety of visual 
and interactive communications initiatives both in the United States and internationally. 
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•	 National Geographic Magazine
•	 National Geographic Books
•	 The New York Times
•	 The New York Times Magazine
•	 International Herald Tribune
•	 The Washington Post
•	 USA Today
•	 The Wall Street Journal
•	 The San Francisco Chronicle
•	 The Burlington Free Press
•	 The New York Daily News
•	 The Oregonian
•	 The Valley News
•	 The Star Ledger
•	 The Arizona Republic
•	 The Philadelphia Inquirer
•	 The Seattle Times
•	 The Cleveland Free Times
•	 The East Valley Tribune

•	 The Financial Times
•	 The National
•	 The Baltimore Sun
•	 The Sun-Sentinel
•	 The Augusta Chronicle
•	 The Tallahassee Democrat
•	 The Athens Banner-Herald
•	 The Cleveland Plain Dealer
•	 NBC News
•	 MSNBC News
•	 Huffington Post
•	 The Associated Press
•	 Tribune News Service
•	 USNews Wire
•	 european pressphoto agency
•	 Reuters
•	 Gannett News
•	 McClatchy 
•	 Newhouse News Service

•	 Agence France-Presse
•	 Bloomberg Business
•	 Getty Images
•	 AOL News
•	 Black Voices
•	 PATCH.com
•	 Photo District News Magazine
•	 The Washington Post 

Magazine
•	 News Photographer Magazine
•	 Hopkins Children’s Magazine
•	 The Knot Magazine
•	 O Magazine
•	 Rolling Stone 
•	 Better Homes & Gardens
•	 TIME 
•	 Kiplinger’s Magazine
•	 Newsweek 
•	 Der Speigel 

OUR MEDIA EXPERIENCE

The award-winning team members have worked for or been featured in the following media outlets 
throughout their collective careers.  
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“If the wind will not serve, 
take to the oars.”

Latin Proverb 
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WHY NONPROFITS NEED WILDFIRE

As our experience grew, three extremely troubling realities in the nonprofit 
marketplace surfaced:  

•	 Communications needs usually lack necessary funding, thus, 
crippling short-term outcomes and long-term sustainability. 

•	 Outcome-driven strategy for initiatives is an afterthought or lacking 
entirely. 

•	 Internal communications capacity is limited, if not entirely absent.
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REALITY #1: LACK OF BUDGET

Hands down, “too little money” is cited as the most common issue in failed nonprofit campaigns. Our experience 

has shown the majority of funds are applied all at once for a singular fundraising initiative, usually with little 

innovation year-after-year. From the nonprofit’s perspective, using funds to improve communications means 

losing funds that would be spent on the mission. Our experience has shown research, measurement, and 

training - all key to successful campaigns - are usually cut from communications budgets or not considered at 

all. The result is a shrinking audience when growth should be the primary goal.

Wildfire has a simple goal: We locate resources to take nonprofit stories to new audiences and 
stakeholders. By creating greater awareness, we support their mission and long-term sustainability. 
Communications and sustainability are not mutually exclusive. We know properly resourcing the former 
enables the latter.

67% of nonprofit professionals cite 
lack of budget as a top challenge in 

delivering their messaging*

*:  “2014 Nonprofit Content Marketing Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends- North America”, Content Marketing Institute/Blackbaud.
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REALITY #2: LACK OF STRATEGY

We see far too little success with internally developed communications initiatives at nonprofits. Acceptance of 
mediocre results is simply explained away as “lack of resources.” Campaigns are often too narrowly focused 
and limited in execution. Resources spent on external service providers don’t see a return because of lack 
of strategy, lengthy searches for those services, and sourcing the least expensive option instead of the most 
capable communicators.

Our team’s experience make us uniquely qualified to develop effective communication strategies and 
successful execution of these strategies. Our success is measured against the media marketplace at 
large, not on the perceived limitations of nonprofits. We believe the only way to provide measurable 
benefits, better capability, and increased capacity is by starting with an outcome-focused strategy.

74% of nonprofit professionals 
don’t believe they are effective at 
getting their messaging content 

out to the public*

 *: “2014 Nonprofit Content Marketing Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends- North America”, Content Marketing Institute/Blackbaud.
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REALITY #3: LACK OF CAPABILITY

Internal capability is an ongoing problem at nonprofits. Organizations with a focused outreach model usually are 
unable to support large-scale communication initiatives. Many don’t understand the intrinsic relationship between 
fundraising and communications. Without training and capability, these staff members cannot successfully 
respond to need. When tools are built for them, they lack the knowledge to use them for the strongest effect on 
fundraising and donor engagement.

Wildfire’s team includes veteran media and business professionals. We can deploy our team to support 
any initiative, and then assist in developing necessary internal capability. Sustainability is our foremost 
goal. Ultimately, post-campaign training is the most valuable long-term solution we can provide.

69% of nonprofit professionals 
cite lack of time as their top 

content marketing challenge*   

62% of nonprofit professionals 
surveyed do not know how to 
produce engaging content*

 *: “2014 Nonprofit Content Marketing Benchmarks, Budgets, and Trends- North America”, Content Marketing Institute/Blackbaud.



“The best way to find yourself is to lose 
yourself in the service of others.” 

Mahatma Gandhi 

ABOUT OUR PROGRAMS
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Wildfire uses a proven method to elevate a
nonprofit’s communication in 3 phases:

Strategic Planning
Products & Promotion

Training

OUR METHOD
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Strategic Planning

We start with in-person strategy sessions with 
the entire nonprofit team to educate ourselves 

about the goals of the organization. We 
examine all the resources available to us to find 

the most successful outcome. 

Innovative Creative Outreach 

Once the strategy and goals are established, 
we tailor the services to the message. Rather 
than using one method of outreach, we find 
every available avenue of communication to 

take these powerful stories to new audiences.

STRATEGY & OUTREACH
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PROMOTION & TRAINING

Collaborative Promotions

We get the message out far and wide on 
channels best suited for the job and monitor 

response in real time. 

We engage donors, sponsors, nonprofits, 
for-profits and, most importantly, the media to 

spread the stories like...well...wildfire. 

Custom Training  

If we simply walk away after the campaign is 
done, we have not finished the job: to make 
the nonprofits more functional, more stable, 

and more self-sufficient. 

Our training programs increase the internal 
capability of those we serve and ensure their 

potential for long-term growth.
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“It’s easy to make a buck. 
It’s a lot tougher to make a 
difference.”

Tom Brokaw 

HOW TO HELP WILDFIRE GROW
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You. 

We know we can open doors for nonprofits to access the media and social narrative. 
We know their newly empowered message will help them thrive. We know this will change lives. 

 Now, we need your passion, vision and support. 

You can foster the change you wish to see in the world. 
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Individuals or Groups

Donate directly or gather a group of like-
minded individuals who want to fund a project 
for your favorite nonprofit. Help us find other 

donors by introducing us to passionate people, 
companies, or colleagues. 

Nonprofits

Write Wildfire into your next grant or direct 
established funds to Wildfire to help your 

organization grow. We can make your next 
campaign explode with new donor, volunteer, 

and media audiences. 

Corporations

Have Wildfire tell your nonprofit wing or 
beneficiaries’ stories so your company can get 
the credit you deserve in their next marketing 
campaign. We insist donors are given credit 
for their contributions on every campaign we 

create and promote. 

Foundations

Wildfire stands ready to tell the stories you 
need told to your stakeholder groups. We excel 
at helping share your important voice with the 

media and the world. 

HOW CAN YOU HELP OUR FUNDING GOALS? 
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Thank you for helping us find and fund our next project.



Wildfire: 
Built to tell powerful stories.

All logos, text & content ©
 W
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Contact Us 

Rachel Rique | COO
m. 646.525.0520
e. rachel@wildfire-media.org


